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Investing in the Highest Order of Value
First Avenue is an intrinsic value equity manager investing exclusively in high quality companies. The
objective of our investment style is to grow our clients’ wealth through the consistent application of
our investment philosophy and process over long periods of time. We list below the simultaneous
conditions necessary for this outcome to materialize.
1.

We forgo opportunity to outperform the market during periods of over-valuation (momentum)
due to either trend exuberance or risk acquisition:

These are periods when: (i) the valuation of most securities on the market do not reflect sufficient
margins of safety, and (ii) the psychological and emotional make-up of investors who dominate
market activity is one of valuing one’s gains more than one’s losses. We refer to our results during
these later stages in the business and market cycle as our pain trade.
2. Our clients stay with us for extended periods of time:
By foregoing momentum related returns, investors in our funds appreciate our ability to: (i) avoid
significant capital losses when the stock market corrects from over-valuation (momentum), and (ii)
continue to grow from a higher base than a market-corrected level. Through this phenomenon,
which is referred to as compounding, we aim to double our clients’ investments with us every 3.9
years at the high end and 5.5 years at the low end. This works out to an average compound annual
return of between 12.25% and 19% depending on where in the cycle a client invests with us. To
further explain, 12.25% is our view of the cost of equity in South Africa, which is the bare minimum
an equity investor should earn and 19% is the average annual compound return on the All Share
since 1960 (the furthest back we could go to find clean data).

Business Update – UCITS S.A. Equity Fund
We are delighted to share with you that we have finally launched the UCITS version of our South
African Equites fund. Naturally, it will follow the First Avenue SCI Equity Fund with modifications
required by the UCITS framework on portfolio weights (the 5/10/40 rule). We also wish to welcome
our European clients to the fold and look forward to as productive a partnership as we have with our
South African clients. We have set sail on a journey toward two of our strategic objectives, namely,
(i) geographic diversification of our client base and (ii) global relevance.
Not only does a geographically diverse client base reduce the all-important element of herding, it
also extends the continuum of curiosity and insight the manager is exposed to. Good ideas give way
to better ideas which in turn give way to great ideas. Besides, domestic and international investors
tend to be on opposite sides of macro-economic factors (e.g. currency). The cross pollination of
insights benefits all clients! We are pursuing global relevance in two ways. First, and contiguous
with this particular fund, the Johannesburg Securities Exchange is an incredible wealth creating
machine. It is the best performing stock market in any given year over 117 years in US$ terms,
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besting even the US market! You won’t find this in Ripley’s Believe It or Not but it is true. It deserves
a special place in a global investor’s portfolio. Second, offering a local investor global equity in the
most refined segment of High Quality investing, Family Owned Businesses listed in Developed
Markets, increases our relevance to client’s needs. Here again, applying global insights to our local
research effort materially benefits our domestic clients.
These developments bestow upon us the responsibility to review the company’s capability to
accommodate this growth in clients and products, diversity in clients and products, as well as
complexity in the form of falling under two regulatory frameworks (Financial Services Conduct
Authority and UCITS). We will appraise you of what we have done to rise with (not, to) the
challenges we chose.

When You Do Not Need to Hold Cash in Your Portfolio: Accounting for
“Hidden” Risks and Accentuating Compounding in Portfolio Construction
Let’s begin with a confession. We, like the vast majority of investors in the world, labored under the
impression that at a certain point in the cycle, it behooves the investor to raise his or her cash levels
in the portfolio as a precaution against a potential market crash. Common wisdom is that we are
now at that point. The defensive qualities of cash -- how its value is far less affected by a cyclically
deteriorating macro-economically environment -- are well documented and appreciated by the
investment community. Indeed, it is a life changing event to come upon a market crash with a
substantial amount of cash in your portfolio. I use the words “to come upon” because knowing
exactly or approximately when the market will crash is not only a fool’s errand, the opportunity cost
is enormous.
Nobody creates wealth by holding cash which, by the way, earns negative interest rates in some
countries. Unless your starting point is a truly large inheritance, you would be well advised to figure
out what assets are configured like a star – contain or are continuously gathering enough hydrogen
to burn bright for a period much longer than a human life before collapsing to form a Black Hole.
Indeed you can observe fallen stars on the stock market as you can Black Holes in the universe. The
role of corporate management is to grow companies (like stars need to expand) or else they will
collapse under their own weight. Our job at First Avenue is to identify businesses (i) with the
“chemical” qualities that lead to sustainable growth in shareholder value, (ii) invest in enough of
them to maximize our probability of making more money than the stock market in most economic
environments over time. It is not inconsequential that this helps our clients avoid buyer’s remorse or,
at worst, career risk.
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Figure1:

Cumulative Return - First Avenue General Equity Fund since Inception
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Figure 2:

First Avenue General Equity Fund Top 10 Bets
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Figure 3:

Cumulative Return - First Avenue Focused Quality Fund since Inception
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Figure 4:

First Avenue Focused Quality Fund Top 10 Bets
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Figure 5: Cumulative Return - Sanlam Select Focused (Global Equity Carve-Out) Fund since
Inception
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Figure 6:

Sanlam Select Global Carve Out Top Ten Holdings
Name
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Figure 7:
(ZAR)

Cumulative Return - First Avenue Global Family Business Fund since Inception
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Figure 8:
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Cumulative Return - First Avenue Global Family Business Fund since Inception
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Figure 8:

First Avenue Global Family Business Equity Fund Top 10 Holdings
Stock

Weight %

HEINEKEN HOLDING NV
PROSEGUR COMP SEGURIDAD
SONAE
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY
REMY COINTREAU
HELMERICH & PAYNE
LUXOTTICA GROUP
ROCHE HOLDING AG
AXEL SPRINGER SE
ASHMORE GROUP PLC
CIE FINANCIERE RICHEMONT
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3.80
3.65
3.40
3.28
3.15
3.13
3.10
3.10
3.09

Source: First Avenue, Bloomberg

Let’s think through some facts. The stock market is an incredible wealth creating vehicle precisely
because, through the aggregate actions of diverse investors over time, it has an unmatched ability to
retain shining stars (positively selection of great intrinsically driven businesses) and dump out fallen
stars (negative selection of extrinsically driven businesses). This positive skew of market returns
toward companies that persist is the bedrock of passive investing. Conversely, negative selection is
the sole motivation for active investing. In other words, if you want to beat the market, you should
only remove companies that will be dumped out by the market in the future. You accentuate the
market’s propensity to create and compound wealth sustainably, not by re-selecting what the
market doesn’t need help keeping, but rather by pre-empting that which will bring down the
market’s average return when the market rudely removes it.
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Figure 9: Portfolio Construction – Accentuating Compounding

Source: First Avenue

The only difference between passive and active investing is that passive investors are simply stuck
with bad lemons until the market dumps them out. They have made the decision that the cost of
calling a tiger with spots a lie (e.g. Steinhoff) are far greater than simply looking the other way and
letting the market work it out. To active managers, looking the other way is not an inconsequential
decision. In an illuminating paper published last November, Prof. Hendrik Bessimbinder of the W.P.
Carey School of Business at Arizona State University found that the median life of a common stock
listed in the US (NASDAQ, NYSE, AMEX) between 1926 and 2016 is 7.5 years (from the beginning of
sample of 25, 300 companies or first appearance in the Center for Research in Securities Prices or
“CRSP” database to the end of sample or delisting). The 90th percentile life span is just under 28
years.
Notwithstanding that some of these 25 300 companies merge or are acquired by others, companies
simply tend NOT to live long at all. They only do if they are very, very good. By the way, the title of
Prof. Bessimbinder’s paper, “Do Stocks Outperform Treasury Bills” sounds rhetorical because every
graph we’ve seen says they do. It is not rhetorical and the vast majority of stocks in the US don’t.
The top performing 1,092 of the 25, 300 companies account for all of the US market’s wealth
creation. That’s only 4%. That is, the remaining (96%) ninety six percent of companies whose
common stock has appeared in the CRSP database collectively generated lifetime (birth to death)
dollar gains that matched gains on one-month Treasury bills! Prof Bessimbinder defines wealth
creation as the accumulation of market value in excess of value that would have been obtained if the
invested capital had earned one-month Treasury bill interest rates. Now, what do you make of the
fuss behind the Equity Risk Puzzle? If only 4% of US equities listed in the CRSP database between
1926 and 2016 beat T-Bills when held over their entire lifetimes (or when they got removed from the
database), then only a handful of stocks justify the equity risk premium – the rest aren’t worth a TBill! Reality is not what it seems.
From this, you can easily surmise that negative selection – pre-empting what the market will dump
out -- rather than buying or positive selection (what stock brokers goad active managers to engage
in) adds far more value to the process of wealth creation in the long term. In other words, investors
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will more readily agree on what a good company is - often differing on valuation - than they will
which one will lose its gravitational relationship to the market. So, investors are in fact spoilt for
choice of which of the 1, 092 top-performing companies to create a portfolio out of. A commonly
used tool to get to this list of 1, 092 would be is valuation. These top performing stocks have more
that valuation in common. Put another way, the 1,092 stocks have other properties that drive their
valuation, and it is worth figuring out what those properties are just as Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac,
the greatest physicist of the 20th century (after Einstein of course) provided a quantitative general
recipe, in 1925, of the behavior of how electrons interact with others.
The sustainable growth of profits of each company in this rarefied cohort of companies is orbited by
competitive advantages no differently from how electrons orbit the nucleus of particles. Sustainable
and profitable growth is the nucleus of every commercial enterprise, and its electrons are its
competitive advantage. You will only observe competitive advantages (electrons) when they come
into contact with competition, macro-economic variables, regulations, and so on (which by the way
have their own nuclei and electrons). Until that interaction, “commercial electrons” or competitive
advantages are simply invisible. So, like our good physicist friend, Mr. Dirac, we and other
practitioners have derived some stylized quantitative “facts” regarding fundamentals of high quality
companies. These stylized observations are the bedrock of our investment philosophy.
This is why we are able to say High Quality companies have something (granular) while cyclical
companies have “nothing”. We can anticipate how they will behave when they come across
competition (relationality) and anticipate that with a high degree of probability, not accuracy,
(indeterminacy). These properties go into our valuations. That’s why we have little interest in
valuation outside of these observations. There is better observation of commercial electrons making
a quantum leap than Amazon, a holding in our global portfolios, triumphing over established (i)
brick-and-mortar retailers through e-commerce, (ii) established loyal programs through Amazon
Prime, and (iii) regulatory requirements to collect sales tax in at least 46 of the 50 states in the US.
Clicks, a holding in our South African portfolios has also demonstrated very impressive quantum
leaps. This is a big point to make because there are other investment styles that seek valuations
outside of nuclei and electrons on solely on account of cyclicality or mean reversion.
Very often, valuations are only proven true or false after a not so immaterial passage of time. Over
shorter horizons (the short term could last up to 5 years), all bets are off. Macro-economic and
political factors, known as factor risks in technical parlance, provoke animal spirits in man and
woman alike who in turn imputes them in his valuation and pushes stock prices up, down, or
sideways. A sudden or steady 10% move in currency determines how share prices of companies
with domestic or international earnings perform. A 100 bps move in interest rates, GDP, inflation
and so on has a material impact on what investors choose to hold at that point in time. The longer a
factor risk trends in a particular direction, the greater its impact on individual share prices one way
or another. The stock market is a voting machine in the short term and a weighing machine in the
long term is how Benjamin Graham put it. The market votes on factor risks in the short term yet
valuations ultimately weigh on share prices. This is the most compelling reason for playing for
compounding of shareholder and market returns. Returns of high quality companies are positively
skewed with time.
Yet, it is worth pausing to appreciate that both clients and managers are human and not machines
(machines may be better than humans at doing somethings, but humans lead them to it). Human
beings have emotions and experience regret (buyer’s remorse) when factor risks seem to have
altered expected outcomes (valuations implied by share prices). John Maynard Keynes learned from
the painful experience that “the market can remain irrational for far longer than you can remain
liquid”). The ventromedial frontal complex in human beings suppresses signals from the prefrontal
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cortex in favor of those from the amygdala when reputational or even career risk arising from an
underperforming manager rises (even multi-managers have it despite allocating assets according to
style). These risks to an asset manager rank right up there with the most devastating you can think
of. In fact, they often cause managers to drift away from their style (or closet index) in pursuit of
market beating (or equaling) returns. Both of these are wrong as solutions to “client concerns”. The
best solution, we have found, is to hold stocks that accomplish two things, namely, (i) clearly
communicate your style while (ii) replicating as closely as possible the proportion in which factor
risks exist in the market (or whatever collection of assets you’re being measured against for
opportunity cost purposes).
It is possible to replicate the proportion in which factor risks exist in the stock market by using high
quality companies exclusively. That is, without closet indexing. Returning to the 1,092 top
performing stocks responsible for all of the US market’s wealth creation between 1926 and 2016,
you just have to think beyond the two dimensions of risk and returns popularized by the Efficient
Market Hypothesis (“EMH”). You have to add one more dimension – diversification of systematic
risks rather than of non-systemic risks as EMH would have it. You might be wondering what the
confession we started this letter with is. We did not always appreciate this third extra dimension -combining (i) valuation (return) (ii) quality (risk) and (iii) exposure to primary factor risks in the
proportion in which they exist in the index. What will determine the number of holdings in your
portfolio is the point at which you will have accounted for, say, 90% of these risks -- 5 factor risks
may account for that 90%. Berkshire Hathaway’s 50-stock portfolio is exposed to diverse factor risks
that allow Warren Buffett to generate reasonable investment outcomes as macroeconomic
environments change. In turn, this allows him to more steadily add incremental value above the
market over time than most deep value and growth managers who need to “shoot the lights out”
from time to time to earn their keep with clients. Not to say Berkshire’s stock price has never
caused anybody sleepless nights. To the contrary, Berkshire’s 2017 letter pointed out four separate
occasions when his share prices fell more than 37%. However, those falls were punctuation points in
a track record that can be described in many superlatives synonymous with “mission accomplished”.
Figure 10: First Avenue Equity Fund Exposure to Factor Risks
Beta

Factor
Risk*

Ex-Ante
Tracking Error

Ex-Post
Tracking Error

VaR % (MC)
– 1year

General Eq.

0.94

11.04

2.64

4.42

18.54%

Benchmark

1.00

11.45

Focused
Quality

0.93

10.69

Benchmark

1.00

11.27

19.15%
3.40

4.36

18.50%
18.61%

Negative Selection
Long time readers of our quarterly letters and thought pieces are well aware of what we think are
the structural elements of “Quality”, the kind of company the market positively selects resulting in a
positive skew in long run returns of the stock market. What we have not both outlined and regaled
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you with is the way we go about preempting the market’s propensity to dump out companies that
buckle under their own weight. There are at least four areas that cause the market to negatively
select companies over time. They are namely, (i) ESG, (ii) Forensic Accounting, (iii) M&A and (iv)
Psychological Profiling or Criminology. While we have had great success at some of these factors
(ESG – MTN; Forensic Accounting – Steinhoff; Psychological Profiling – African Bank; M&A - Tiger
Brands) we badly missed others, mostly in the area of M&A. Woolworths and enX come to mind.
Our success and failures came from the same source – intuited logic.
The most devastating transgressions are where two or more negative selection issues collide –
compound problems. These are harder but not impossible to identify. You just have to turn off your
emotional transponders. EOH had a combination of ESG and Criminology. It did not have an internal
approval process for management to “gamble” on shares issued to them by the company for
incentive purposes. This is a school boy error that could have easily led to insider trading if the JSE is
not there yet. What we were really slow at acting on, despite seeing it, was the ballooning working
capital (inventory and accounts receivable) because of investment in a new business line
incongruent with the company’s traditionally asset light business model. Today’s EOH is not as cash
generative as yesterday’s EOH. We cannot tell you how many times our meetings with management
to query the wisdom of this business line were furnished with great assurances to waylay our fears,
only for management to finally implement a strategy that separates the new business line from the
old. No synergies! We are beyond asking why management lied to us continuously and confidently,
we see similar psychological behavioral patterns between African Bank, Steinhoff, and EOH. You can
quibble about the degrees of similarity or difference. I am more and more appreciating the lines in
an 80’s rap song by famous rapper, LL Cool J, “you lied about the lies that you lied about”.
The upshot of this analysis is that we have transformed our intuited logic into a four distinct codified
negative selection processes managed by a research champion (ESG – Yanni, Forensic Accounting –
Nadim, Mergers and Acquisition – Dhersan; Psychological Profiling/Criminology – Lo). This layer of
negative selection cuts across the traditional layer of positive selection which you know so well
about us. We are in the process of negotiating retainers with experts in all four fields for ongoing
advice. These retainers involve accompanying us on company management visits (e.g. psychological
profiling) in a manner predetermined by the expert. See below.
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Figure 11: Evolved Research Process

Source: First Avenue

It is simply insanity to not to improve what you are good at, and deduce some stylized facts from
your mistakes. In future letters, we will show case the application of each of these pillars of negative
selection and their impact on our decision making process.

If Not Cash, Then What?
The worst thing about a stock market crash is the heightened uncertainty about what will become of
the companies in your portfolio, and by extension, your investment in them as the market crashes.
During this period, the market heavily votes on fast flowing macro-economic news and their
potential impact on companies (some companies go the way of the flesh!). The allure of cash is that
it absolves an investor from having to do anything about this news to the point many investors
forget that they should do something - get back into the market. Those investors who demonstrate
the temperamental strength to invest during a market crash, and not wait for the economic
recession that ensues a crash to end, tend to pick out companies with the least chances of being
adversely affected by tough times. These are high quality companies - stars that continue to shine
brightly in a dark sky.
They will find us there. We hold these companies and will continue to do so in to and out of both
the crash and ensuing economic recession. We do not consider shares as stock prices. We consider
them businesses, and here we own the very best the world has to offer. Our South African and
global equity funds have one thing in common – they hold businesses with the best fundamentals in
the land. These businesses bounce back quicker than the rest of the market because investors with
cash commit capital first to them and then in due course to weaker companies. For us, this takes
away the guess work from timing the crash and timing when to get back in. This is, in fact, Buffett’s
first rule to investing.
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We don’t take this practice lightly. We eat our own cooking – invest alongside our clients. We also
know how hard it can be to sit through a crash. Consider some of this data from Capital Research
and Management Company on the frequency of large declines in the Dow Jones Industrial Average
between 1948 and December 2017.
Figure 12: Frequency & Quantum of Declines of the DJIA

Source: Capital Research and Management Company (via American Funds)

A similar study of the period between 1945 and July 2016 showed that the S&P 500 fell 5% to 9.9%
56 times, 10% to 19.9% 21 times, 20% to 39.9% nine times, and 40% or more three times, according
to CRMA (via American Association of Individual Investors). Stock market declines are inevitable -and they will come in all shapes and sizes. Imagine how often you will make a call to go to cash and
be wrong. More importantly, imagine the opportunity cost associated with being wrong.

Conclusion
It appears more and more that we are nearing a crash in the stock market. There is no point
speculating what will push us over the cliff. What does it matter? Most investors will pontificate
about the value of raising cash levels in the portfolio. They would have done this so many times
before only to get sucked back in. We aren’t in that camp. We believe in holding companies that
will expand into spaces relinquished by companies that lose customers or go bankrupt. In our
domestic portfolios, Truworths’ business will suffer far less than that of boutique clothing stores in
shopping centers around the country, Vodacom’s will suffer far less than Cell C, and Clicks will suffer
less than independent pharmacies. In our global funds, Amazon will suffer less than Target, M&T
Bank less than a small regional bank, and Google less than WPP. We are long term investors
invested in companies that will last longer than the average life of a human being.
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Disclaimer
First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).
The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not be
based on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the client (as
defined in the Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be limitations as to the
appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the client first obtain the
appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment
strategy that would suit the risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such information and to consider
whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the client’s own objectives and particular needs.
Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in good
faith.
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